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Let’s be honest

We see the same as many other companies and industries.

When we develop new services or software, it ends up with 80-95% open source.

This is how development happen today, and Scania is no different.
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Licenses are not a stumbling block, we 
know how to deal with them.

(Everyone in the industry knows, it’s just a 
matter of doing it.)

But we have other challenges that we need 
to address as an industry… (Scania AXL, a fully

autonomous concept
truck)

So, are we going to see
autonomous trucks running open
source anytime soon?
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Confidence in 
Software
We all know that software isn’t perfect.

We’ve all seen the blue screen of death, a kernel panic, guru meditation, ..

You don’twant a kernel panic when you press the break pedal to stop in front 
of a traffic light.
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It’s not something new: we’ve had
software before that just MUST work.

Space industry, auronotics, health care

As more and more of our environment is 
controlled by software, the safety of that
software becomes more and more
important.

Software is in control of systems where
failure can lead to fatal injuries.

People can die.

Software is 
entering a 
(new) era
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It’s quiet possible to build safety critical
functions and release this as open
source.

It’s just that we’re not used to doing so.

We’re not ready to trust Linux with our 
life..

Yet.

We can build safety
critical open
source!
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The future!

10-15 years ago a lot of peopledidn’thave trust in open source 
for enterprise use.

We’reway beyond this now

Today, wedon’thave confidence in open source for safety
critical systems.

Where will we be a few years from now?
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open source has a big role in creating an 
environment for sustainable transport.

the best is yet to come.

open source at 
scania
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